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Category
Input on
Engagements

Comments from Stakeholders
Natural Resources and Sustainable Development:




Indonesia must focus on sustainable development, and justice with
regard to spatial dimension. There should be programs specially
dedicated to respect the natural resources.
Need land reform; all developed countries develop from a foundation
of land reform.

Local service delivery:





How about the needs of the coastal areas and small islands? Are they
being addressed?
WB should prioritize raising the quality of service at the local
government level.
There should be lessons learned from the district level and focus
programs at that level.

Governance:




There should be more focus on corruption eradication, governance,
and law enforcement.
What is the direction for bureaucratic reform? We want to hear more
about how the WB can contribute to the basics, such as bureaucracy
reform.

Energy:



Will the WB advocate massive use of gas like in India?
Instead of delivering large developments projects to villages, an
alternative idea is to empower the villagers to develop their own
potential. Send young engineers to remote areas and to coastal areas
to coach the villagers to build their own energy capacity.

Human Development:



Need to enhance investments on human capital.
There is a need to leverage teachers’ quality by pushing the use and
application of technology en masse. The biggest challenge is not the



technology itself but the online learning habit and the culture – this has
yet to be built.
Many people still live in villages, where they are very poor and
uneducated. They need close guidance to be able to maximize their
potential.

Reducing inequality:


Comments on
approach and
implementation

WB should provide a more explicit and thorough detail plan on its
approach to reducing inequality, especially for the outer islands and
remote areas.

Please pay attention to the outer islands and people in remote areas, they are
the oneshardly touched by state-led development.
There is a growing trend of moving many things to the public sector, but no
country can be great by having the state dominate.
Emphasize the importance of youth in development and their participation in
development planning. They should be involved in the dialogue.
About shared prosperity, please do not tie it with workers’ pay.
WB needs to raise more monitoring activities because lately there are lots of
deregulation actions from the government.
We prefer to have WB to focus on small, micro projects with tangible results
that help the public instantly.
WB pays too much focus on the projects and pay less attention to the
recipients. One needs to also pay extra attention to the capacity of the
recipient/target to receive or manage the aid. For example, with scholarship
programs, WB needs to ensure that the demand exists. Also with agriculture
programs; pay attention to the farmers’ capacities in executing the programs.
When thinking about infrastructure, pay extra attention not only to the
economic side, but also to the social impact.
Reducing extreme poverty and improving shared prosperity should also
emphasize the “social well-being” of individuals.

